2,012
Total Number of New Mentee Registrations

875
Total Number of New Mentor Registrations

1,411
Total Number of Mentorship Connections

989
Total Number of 16-week connections

422
Total Number of Quick Chats

4,590
Total Number of Mentorship Connections since launch (2019)

YEAR IN REVIEW

As the University's first comprehensive mentorship initiative, the UGA Mentor Program allows students (undergraduate, graduate, and professional) to form meaningful connections with experienced UGA alumni, faculty, and staff.

This review celebrates our growth and impact over the 2022-2023 academic year. As we grow and diversify our program, we seek to continue fostering a culture of mentoring throughout the Bulldog nation.

AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

The UGA Mentor Program Ambassadors are the heart of our program. These student leaders, comprised of undergraduate and graduate students, share their mentorship stories and experiences among their peers, as well as engage in a variety of programs, events, presentations, and professional learning.

Over the course of 2022-2023, our UGA Mentor Program Ambassadors accomplished the following:

- Hosted/attended 41 unique programs, tabling, events, presentations, and orientations
- Collectively served approximately 1,004 hours
- Started seven new initiatives related to campus partner engagement and/or professional learning
MENTEE GOAL ACHIEVEMENT

- 97% of students agree the University helped students gain an appreciation for mentoring
- 89% of students agree the University supported students in developing their networks
- 96% of students would recommend other students participate in UMP
- 91% of students agree the University provided students with an avenue to explore career interests, professional goals, and workplace preferences

MENTOR GOAL ACHIEVEMENT

- 90% of mentors agree the University provided them with a meaningful opportunity to connect with UGA students
- 92% of mentors would recommend other alumni, faculty, and staff to participate
- 79% of mentors agree that the University inspired them to strengthen their relationship with and support of the University

FY' 2023 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

- 59.8% of active mentees have one or more underrepresented and underserved identity*
- 48.5% of active mentors have one or more underrepresented and underserved identity*
- Total number of underrepresented students, staff, faculty, and alumni participating in the UGA Mentor Program with one or more underrepresented and underserved identities* = 9,826

MATCH RATIOS

Match Ratios Compared to Benchmarked Universities

- Student Match Ratio = Students who have been matched / Students who are eligible to be matched.
- Match Ratio = Number of participants (mentees & mentors) who have been matched / total # of participants that are eligible to be matched.

The UGA Mentor Program currently defines underrepresented and underserved identities as the following: People of Color, Rural, First Generation, Transfer, International, and Disability

*The UGA Mentor Program currently defines underrepresented and underserved identities as the following: People of Color, Rural, First Generation, Transfer, International, and Disability.